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Fight for share and margin for PSPs - Processing margins in decline, value added services will define winners

2

Crypto/DeFI goes mainstream - Corporates start adopt Crypto & Defi, paving the way for global adoption

3

Sustainable investment apps for consumers find scale – Consumer cash surplus and interest at all time high

4

Buy Now Pay Later replaces credit cards in 3 to 5 years and fight for share gets real

5

Embedded Insurance on a roll - One of the super apps in Europe will crack an embedded insurance product

6

Back to basic Artificial Intelligence - AI took a big hit last year, it’s time to re-focus on basic AI and keep it simple

7

The ‘home-journey’ redefined - Proptech will start covering the transaction chain front to end

8

AI enabled debt collection software - fastest growing use case in Financial services

9

End 2 End KYC and Identity management is the name of the game – simple ID checks will get left behind

10 Payroll rails the next big thing - The open banking war is over with payroll rails becoming the next infrastructure play
11 BaaS M&A - A big bank, payments or software vendor will buy BaaS company focused on payments to enter the vertical

Fight for share and margin for PSPs– Processing margins in
decline, value added services will define winners.
Margins contract driven by competition and
commoditization of acquiring services on the PSPs side
and the need for efficiency of e-commerce businesses.
Source: EY & McKinsey

Source: McKinsey

Key growth areas as core processing margins get squeezed...

Core processing revenues are declining...
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Advance

SME
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Fraud

Source: McKinsey

Particularly important for SME focused PSPs where its a low-volume game

Crypto/DeFI goes mainstream – paving the way for
global adoption
CVCs and corporates increasingly participate in
FinTech deals in Europe

Corporate approval for crypto & deFI and losing interest in
mortgage and lending

# of rounds where
corporates participated 2018 2019 2020

Over 20% of all CVC/corporate rounds was in
FinTech in 2020, 3% more when compared to
broader venture landscape in Europe

2021 2021 Expected % YoY change
YTD Est.
'20 vs '21 Est.

Payments

26

42

36

45

68

88%

Financial management
solutions

30

50

45

39

59

30%

Wealth management

33

44

32

38

57

78%

Insurance

31

31

33

40

60

82%

Mortgage & Lending

20

35

25

14

21

-16%

Banking

35

40

34

44

66

94%

Crypto & Defi

13

14

20

36

54

170%

2

1

0

2

3

N/A

190

257

225

258

387

72%

Regtech
total

Sustainable investment apps for consumers find scale – Consumer cash
surplus and interest at all time high
Record European sustainable fund flows

Household gross savings rate at all time high

Peak in consumer interest

Source: Morningstar

Source: Eurostat
Source: World economic forum

Sustainable fund flows grew
significantly over the past 2 years and
are expected to triple in the next
decade. Adoption by
funds/corporates will drive consumer
behaviour

Household savings have peaked,
opening doors for sustainable
investment apps to get a share of the
consumer’s disposable income

Although hard to quantify, the urge of
the current generation to invest in
sustainable investment targets has
increased

Buy now pay later replaces credit cards – in 3 to 5 years the fight
for market share will get real
Younger generation is fueling BNPL

Concern on exposure to debt is right, but it is the best alternative

●
●

Source: eMarketer

The No.1 reason BYPL is used
is to avoid expensive credit
card fees
There are some real concerns
about debt exposure for
young people, but most
BNPL firms limit exposure
and don’t harm credit

Consolidation is happening which
is best for the consumer

Embedded insurance on a roll - One of the super apps in
Europe will crack an embedded insurance product
Embedded insurance on the back of an engaging
Money Management app has big potential

Insurance will see the fastest growth in the embedded
finance market

Products

Distribution layer

Money management app
Remittance

Home
Travel
Life

E-commerce web/mobile

Motor

Estate agents

Health
SMB P&C

Telehealth apps
B2B financial software

Pet
Warranty

Insurance API layer powered by capacity

Insurance API
ecosystem needs to
develop further to
meet this growth
which is higher
margin (premiums
underwritten) than
payments (GMV)

Already proven
business
model with
plenty of APIs
in ecosystem

Back to Basic Artificial Intelligence - AI took a big hit last year, it’s time
to re-focus on basic AI and keep it simple
AI deals fell dramatically as companies found it
harder to prove value and integrations slowed

Potential annual value of AI and analytics in global
banking ($ billion). Startups need to keep it simple

Source: CB Insights

●

●
●

AI and big data startups have seen a 30% decline
in revenue since the pandemic according to
Statista
Most AI deals require implementation/delivery
which was delayed during the pandemic
AI time to value is also in question

Source: McKinsey

Most of the value is in traditional AI and analytics and does
not focus on very niche finance functions

The ‘home-journey’ redefined - Proptechs will start covering the
transaction chain front to end

2010 - 2017
Proptech 2.0:
Supply & Mortgage
Advice

2018 - 2021

2022

Proptech 1.0:
Ancillary Services

Proptech 3.0:
The age of the
‘Home journey’
company

U.S.

Buy

Europe

?
Rent

Property
Management

The source of Supply shifted from offto online and advice has become
mainly digital

Focused product offering on part of
value chain: deposits, AVMs,
insurance, conveyancing, lending
products (bullet loans, mortgages)

All aspects (except for supply) of
buying, renting and managing real
estate will become integrated in
single platforms. Focused ancillary
products which have found PMF can
build broader offerings.

No
alternative
to Better in
Europe

AI enabled debt collection software - fastest growing use case in
financial services
Evolution of AI customer service software

Products

Data
collection

Response

End to end
management

Chatbots
Task
management

Collection industry is still low tech

A combination of
increase in delinquencies
and few employees will
force debt collection
agencies to invest in
software

CRM

Source: Bloomberg

Solutions that
together with
the agent enable
shorter time to
resolution

End 2 End KYC and identity management is the name of the game –
Simple ID checks will get left behind
The need to continuously monitoring changes as become
the clear concern for industry leaders

Achieving continuous KYC cost effectively is the challenge
but data harvesting is key in low risk accounts

Onboarding costs for high risk clients:
$1,400 - $4,000

Source: Arachnys survey, Oliver Wyman.

Internal
data
including
transaction
monitoring

Public data
including
blacklists,
data
labelling,
red flag

AI / ML

Data automation

Data harvesting

Average onboarding costs
$400 - $1,400

Auto
alerts

Instant
scanning

Biometric

Monitor

Multiple
ownership

Fraud

Payroll rails the next big thing – The open banking war is over
with payroll rails becoming the next infrastructure play
Open banking has become a commodity

Payroll API infrastructure

Lenders

Aggregators
already cover
the majority of
banks in
Europe

Benefits

Other tech
companies

Own payroll
product

Expenses

Employers

Pensions

API layer
Rules

Payouts

Onboard

Pensions

●

Benefiting the consumer: Payroll APIs will allow financial product providers better insight into a consumer
enabling actionable results rather than just monitoring (bank APIs). Imagine a lender reducing its interest rate
on the basis of “writing” its deduction into the payroll and thereby almost eliminating non-payment

●

Software silos under threat: SMEs will want software solutions to to engage in payroll processing. But other
platforms that are already imbedded into SMEs will be able to offer this service through payroll APIs thereby
eliminating the need to have payroll processing only software

BaaS M&A – A big bank, payments or software vendor will buy a
BaaS company focused on payments to enter the vertical
Cost to acquire customers not sustainable for RoE

$200

B2B APIs are priorities for most banks

Credit as a service
Retail & business banking
as a service
Cards as a service

$100
$35

B2B payments as a service
Next gen BaaS

Legacy technology

$5

KYC as a service

Source: McKinsey

●
●

Strong emergence of B2B payment modules via API
for transaction banking eg: Rapyd, Libeo
Banks are missing out on lucrative high volume
market due to cost inefficiencies/user experience as a
result of their legacy infrastructure

●

Over $120 trillion in global B2B payments
volume with an estimated $2-10 trillion in
payment revenue
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